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This paper describes a digital interaction project, Somability, developed with a day centre for adults with profound and multiple learning disabilities (PMLD) [1]. Our non-competitive, arts-based approach to technology design was intended to attune to the organisation’s objective of supporting service users to lead an independent and fulfilled life [2, 9]. Using camera and projection technologies to graphically draw attention to the moving body, the design focused on embodied interaction as a method of making movement irresistible, rewarding the most tentative of interest with bold, dynamic effects [3, 4].
Adopting a participatory methodology, we brought our professional experience as designers into the day-care centre, employing playful, non-digital techniques to generate ideas and bring them to life [4, 5]. Support workers collaborated with us on visualising scenarios for bodily interaction through sketching and role-play with paper artifacts [6, 7].

Within the Somability graphical interface, representations of movement aimed to facilitate a palpable connection between affect and effect, to make any movement matter and to avoid discounting actions that may be perceived as meaningless. Support workers were encouraged to contribute imaginative scenarios for integrating the technology within the service. They were particularly interested in using the physical environment to support transition – transforming rooms and encouraging awareness of boundaries, space and proximity [8]. As the project progressed they advised us on the design of an evaluation diary, which enabled them to value new, emergent responses to Somability [9]. Observations revealed that even service users with very limited movement were able to interact, and dramatic increases in dynamic movement were widely reported. Staff expressed a deep sense of ownership and promoted the project throughout the service. Collaboration with dancers led to Somability performances in public venues, demonstrating how a simple design that makes movement irresistible could offer an inclusive movement intervention within community settings.
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